
CAPE's dérive: 

What do you observe? What could this

be? How does it make you feel?

Carolyn Nicholson: This is the space
between my couch and wall that on the
second floor of my house..unused space

and items that was forgotten. Shoes,
clothes, brushes, boots.

Valencia Fleming-Smith: Had this for 4 years and
I am just putting it up. Now that it is up on the

wall it really brings out the accent of the picture
the color

Jacki Limon: Under the table



Serbrina Snowden: Here is a place I
walk past daily, but never really stopped

to say hello. It has one of the only
things I have of my mom's left black
chine where we store important keys.
This space takes me back and reminds
me of my family and the time we had

together.
Teju Adesida

Gwenyth Anderson
Michael Gore



Sonja Moser: Under my clothes hanging
in the closet

Marcela Torres

Lucila Roman: Amazing forgotten art

Chaniece Holmes



Darlene Carothers: I'm driving listening
to the meeting

Mara Gallegos: A different space

Claretha Washington: I'm driving



Jordan Knecht

Marceia Scruggs
Megan Rhyme: My daughter loves to

climb in the space



Caitlin Graham

Ayako Kato

Ashley Tirado: The space that I chose to
observe was underneath the staircase in my

front closet. The first obvious thing that
sticks out to me is the spiral of the staircase.
When I first see this, it feels like it leads to
some secretive place. It definitely makes

me feel magical in a way like I have a
pathway to somewhere that’s hidden.



Michelle Livas

TK Buchanan

Lety Ramos: Under my kitchen counter

Olga Johnson

TK Buchanan



bAnansi Knowbody: This is under my
desk. It’s quiet and safe. It’s a fort. It’s

an old school house teacher desk. I
imagine bombing duck and cover drills

from the Cold War.

Talisa English-Harris Betsy Zascek: Bug zapper/gate



Shenequa Brooks

Jessica Mueller

Aram Atamian



Scott Sikkema

Vanessa Saucedo: I observed the great
natural light coming into my living

room from just having the curtains up
this way. It makes me want to sit in

front of it and just look out the window.
I rarely sit on that couch and hardly

look out that window.  It made me feel
relaxed.

Getsemani Nava



Leanna Allen

Lashawn Cox

Norman Long:
Sensitive 

High pitched
Ringing 

Cool
Strange writing

Ben Murray: 3 legged square holder



Nick Meryhew: There's a weird nook in
my room full of crutches that belonged

to a former roommate. Behind the
crutches I found this very large

rainstick, it's not mine (I imagine it was
there), and I quite literally have never
seen this before. It has this small pink
yarn wrap on it, I'm wondering who

made it/where it came from/if it holds
sentimental value/what is its history....

Noelle Garcia: This thing is kind of gross. It in
comprises of a million little hairs that lock
together to make a thin surface with some

white on the bottom and grey brown on the
top. Some of these little threads have been slip

from each other. I can tell it came from an
animal because of the residue on the bottom.

For some reason it is preserved in a case.

Katheryn Peterman: View from Inside the Office Closet



Tommy Bradford
Mirtes Zwierzynski

Timothy Rey

Nadine Smith: View outside my
bedroom window!!!




